MEMORANDUM FOR THE GENERAL COUNSEL, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

SUBJECT: Inquiry from House Select Committee on Assassinations

1. Enclosed is a copy of the NSA summary prepared for purposes of an oral briefing to be given to the House Select Committee on Assassinations by Mr. Kester. The attached information comprises that material in the hands of NSA which can be disclosed without revealing intelligence sources or methods.

2. As we discussed, it would be preferable if the enclosed document were not physically in evidence during the briefing.

DANIEL B. SILVER
General Counsel

Encl: a/s

Copy Furnished: The Special Assistant to the Secretary
We have reviewed DoD intelligence holdings available for the period 1958 through 31 December 1974 with the following results:

a. During this period, the Cubans used agents for intelligence and subversion in North, Central and South America, Africa and Asia;

b. We have some limited information covering the referenced timeframe describing Cuban Directorate of Intelligence (DGI) activities in recruiting, gathering information and reporting, spreading propaganda, and logistics. The only non-routine information developed during our review involved Cuban intentions for violent action against U.S. property and installations abroad and Cuban plans for the assassination of some Cuban exile representatives.

c. Our review has revealed no intelligence material suggesting Cuban involvement in the Assassination of President Kennedy.